
Rigid disc drive technology has taken 
another significant step forward with 
the introduction by a few manufactur
ers of the the 8-inch fixed disc/remov
able cartridge storage device. This new 
product derives its essential engineering 
from the computer industry's nearly 
ten years of experience with Winchest
er storage devices, and it is, therefore, 
an innovation with roots deeply em
bedded in a proven technology. 

Since their introduction, Winchester 
drives have been used successfully in 
many different applications. Until re
cently, however, they have been used 
primarily in large computer systems 
because both their standard 14-inch 
media size and their large data capaci
ties have not been well suited to the 
desktop-size and lower-capacity needs 
of the small systems user. This picture 
changed dramatically in 1979 with the 
coming of the 8-inch Winchester disc 
drive, which expanded the range of 
Winchester applications to small sys
tems users - the largest and most 
rapidly growing sector of the storage 
device marketplace. 

This important market segment was 
being served by flexible disc drives. 
Yet it generally is recognized that the 
widespread reliance on flexible drives 
in this area was due largely to the ab
sence of a viable alternative. Small sys
tems users were willing to use floppy 
devices, despite their small capacities 
and sometimes irregular reliability, be-
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cause they were cheap and the media 
was removable. Removability meant· 
they were well suited for archival stor
age, for protection of important data 
and for reuse. The reliablility problem 
especially plagued flexible drive mak
ers in their efforts with the higher
capacity double-headed design. 

The broad acceptance of the flexible 
disc devices, given their limitations, 
hampered the efforts of small systems 
designers in their pursuit of increased 
system performance, lower system cost 
in terms of dollars per megabyte of 
storage and further simplification of 
the user/system interface. On the 
other hand, one issue continued to 
impede the full acceptance of 8-inch 

rigid disc drives as alternatives to flex
ible disc drives - and that was the 
question of backup or, to put it an
other way, the availability of remov
able storage media. 

The introduction earlier this year of 
the fixed disc/removable cartridge 
8-inch drive provides an answer to this 
question. This new drive takes its place 
among a number of 8-inch Winchester 
drives with varying capacities and per
formance rates. 

The technology associated with 
Winchester devices, both 14-inch and 
8-inch, is well known. It provides a 
sealed environment for the magnetic 
media, heads and head actuators as 
protection from contamination by 

This chart compares the 8-inch fixed disc/removable cartridge drive to other disc drive types 
in capacity. performance and price. 
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cause the low-flying heads - they fly 
about 20 microinches above the disc 
surface - to crash_ A crash causes 
damage to both the heads and the disc 
and consequently results in a loss of 
data. 

The essential features of this tech
nology are: low-mass, lightly-loaded 
heads; lubricated media; low flying 
heights of heads; and sealed head-disc 
assemblies (HDAs). Benefits stemming 
from these features include: large 
capacities, fast access and increased re
liability and cost effectiveness in terms 
of dollars per megabyte. 

This, familiar, proven technology 
has transferred easily from the l4-inch 
disc size to the new 8-inch drives, and 
it is expected that, while the l4-inch 
disc drive will continue to be used 
widely in OEM and large system appli
cations, the 8-inch drive will capture 
an ever-increasing share of the small 
systems market. 

Also, imminent refinements to 
Winchester technology will have as 
immediate an effect on 8-inch drives as 
on their l4-inch counterparts. Even 
before the use of thin-fIlm heads and 
media, it can be expected that per
formance will increase within the 
bounds of present technology. For ex
ample, some engineers predict that 
capacity will be multiplied five or six 
times by increases in aerial density still 
possible within the ferrite head/oxide 
media context. 

However, with the coming of thin
fIlm heads and thin-fIlm media, the 
capacity of Winchester units, l4-inch 
and 8-inch, will be increased even 
further. Higher reliability also can be 
expected as sophisticated servo systems 
and head-positioning devices are intro
duced. Such impending technological 
advances will improve system cost 
effectiveness as well. 

Range of 8/1 offerings 
The 8-inch disc drive products now be
ing offered by a variety of manufac
turers range across a broad spectrum 
of price, performance, capacity and 
system compatibility parameters. This 
array can be grouped by price and per
formance into two, medium and high 
categories. The", drives also can be 
grouped according to their use of fixed 
or moving heads and fixed or remov
able media. 

Some manufacturers have chosen to 
compete only at one end or the other 
of these scales - some producing low
capacity drives, some producing very 
high-capacity devices. Other drive 

This drawing shows the various parts of an a-inch fixed/removable drive. 

makers, such as Memorex or Control 
Data Corporation, will compete initially 
in the low and medium ranges, with 
future products at the high~ost, high
capacity levels. Memorex, for instance, 
has introduced its Model 101, with 
11.7 megabytes of storage and with 
an average access time of 70 milli
seconds, and it also will be making a 
drive with twice this capacity, 23.4 
megabytes, as a multiple-user flexible 
disc drive replacement. 

Types of head and media technology 
provide further means of categorizing 
8-inch drives. Fixed head/rlXed media 
drives, usually with less than five mega
bytes of storage, have low access times 
and compete directly with flexible disc 
units. 

Moving head/fixed media drives, 
such as the Memorex 101 and Shugart 
1002, have higher capacities (between 
five and 25 megabytes) and access 
times of 70 milliseconds, and they em
ploy band-actuated stepper motors. 
Other drives of this type use voice-coil 
actuators. They offer access times be
tween 30-50 milliseconds and capacities 
up to 75 megabytes, putting them into 
the medium capacity/performance/ 
price range. Still other drives of this 
type, such as the IBM 3310, are aimed 
at replacing the 14-inch drives in high
cost systems, and they offer capacities 
which begin at, and go beyond, the 65 
megabyte range. 

Finally, the moving head/rlXed and 
removable media drives, such as Mem-

orex's Model 201 and the CDC "Lark," 
will be aimed at multiple-user, multi
ple-tasking systems demanding rela
tively fast access (30-50 milliseconds). 
The storage capacity for the entire sys
tem usually will be under 100 mega
bytes. These devices also will compete 
with ca{tridge or storage module de
vices in relatively large systems. 

Drives in this category, with both 
fixed discs and removable cartridge 
media, obviously confront head-on the 
question of 8-inch disc drive backup, 
and they solve that problem by provid
ing integral removable storage. Backup, 
as mentioned earlier, is still a key issue 
affecting the acceptance of8-inch fixed 
disc storage devices. Thus, the remov
able cartridge feature of the new drives 
should facilitate their acceptance by 
flexible disc users. 

Backup alternatives 
To protect data stored on a magnetic 
disc in case of a power outage or simply 
to provide for archival storage, requires 
the transfer of the data from the 8-
inch disc to a removable form of stor
age media. 

At present, except for the new 
fixed/removable disc drives, backup al
ternatives are limited to flexible discs 
or various magnetic tape products, in
cluding the new streaming-tape devices. 
Tape alternatives include quarter-inch, 
half-inch, cartridge and cassette for
mats. In general, the half-inch stream
ing-tape backup alternative is not suit-
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The above drawings are a generic representation of an embedded or semple data servo system. 

able for low-capacity 8-inch drives be
cause the streaming tape's high capac
ity means large unit size and higher 
costs. Such alternatives might better 
be matched with high-capacity 8-inch 
drives, above 25 megabytes. Tape 
drives using the quarter-inch format 
are smaller and cheaper, to be sure, 
but they also generally have lower 
capacities and slower transfer rates, 
making them more compatible with 
lower-capacity 8-inch drives. 

Flexible disc storage units also can 
be used for 8-inch rigid disc backup. 
However, the floppies' low capacities, 
high error rates and low data transfer 
rates limit their backup use to low
capacity 8-inch drives even though 
they are cheap, easy to use and stan
dardized for compatibility. 

The question of 8-inch rigid disc 
backup is not yet completely solved. 
A recent report on the 8-inch market 
concludes, "Those who wait for the 
perfect backup will wait a long time" 
(There also are some interfacing and 
software roadblocks standing in the 
way of simple and compatible utili
zation of 8-inch drives in OEM sys
tems). But the 8-inch fixed/removable· 
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media drive suits a number of appli
cations and meets the need for inte
gral backup within certain capacity, 
performance, price and size parameters. 

Anatomy of a drive 
Although the following description 

of an 8-inch fixed/removable rigid disc 
drive is based on the specifications of 
the Memorex Model 201, it generally 
fits the specifications of fixed/remov
able products from other manufac
turers as well. 

These drives are medium-priced 
(approximately $3,000 a unit in OEM 
quantities), medium-capacity (16-50 
megabytes), medium/high performance 
(30-50 milliseconds access time) prod
ucts, serving as disc cartridge or stor
age module replacements. 

Utilizing Winchester technology, 
they feature a sealed head, head actua
tor and media environment to protect 
them from contamination, combined 
with .a removable rigid disc cartridge, 
typically front-loaded. Cartridge sizes 
are not standardized and vary from 
one manufacturer to another. The 
Model 201 cartridge measures 8.3" X 
8.4" XI". When inserted above the 

tixed discs, the cartridge engages with 
the drive motor spindle and the head 
actuator assembly. 

In the Memorex Model 20 I, actua
tors are of the linear voice-coil motor 
type, mounted on a six-bearing car
riage. Heads are the low-mass Winches
ter type, made of a magnesium-zinc 
ferrite material. 

The 201 's two fixed discs are fully 
sealed. They are driven by a DC brush
less motor with an integral spindle. 
This eliminates the ne~d for belts, pul
leys or gears, thereby reducing noise, 
vibration, thermal effects and produc
tion costs. This design simplicity also 
increases reliability. 

In the 16-50-megabyte capacity 
range generally associated with these 
products, the Memorex Model 201 has 
a capacity of 25 megabytes - the two 
fixed discs provide 12.5 megabytes 
and the removable cartridge another 
12.5 megabytes. The fixed discs include 
one disc with one surface of dedicated 
servo information and another with 
two data surfaces and embedded servo 
information. The removable cartridge 
provides one disc, using two data sur
faces with embedded servo in each 
track. 

The factory-embedded servo gives 
the device very fast access times and 
very accurate tracking. For instance, in 
the Model 201, the dedicated servo in
formation provides accurate position
ing and fast access to within one-half 
track of the sought-for data. At that 
point the embedded servo takes over 
for the last half-track search. This tech
nology enables the Model 201 to access 
data at an average speed of only 30 
milliseconds, or 20 milliseconds faster 
than the CDC "Lark". 

The two fixed and one removable 
discs are all identical in size and com
position, and in the Model 201 they 
feature a proprietary oxide coating 
formulation as well as an extra lubri
cation layer, wiped across the disc and 
then buffed to a thickness of a few 
molecules. These discs are sized at 200 
millimeters outside diameter and 100 
mm inside diameter, a size which con
forms to a "principle of similitude," 
which maintains that the OD/ID ratio 
should be similar to that for the stan
dard 14-inch disc. By use of this prin
ciple, experience with 14-inch tech
nology can be applied to 8-inch discs, 
thereby taking some of the guesswork 
out of solving modal vibration or me
chanical resonance problems. 

There are several permutations of 
the generic 8-inch disc size media now 
on the market - ranging from 63.5-mm 
ID/200-mm OD through 100 milli-
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meters ID/210-mm OD. Any reduction 
in outside diameter below 200 milli
meters, however, results in less than 
the optimal capacity which can be 
stored on a disc that fits a floppy drive 
envelope. A very small inside diameter, 
on the other hand, will increase the 
moment of inertia, requiring more 
energy to maintain angular rotation 
speeds. 

In some fixed/removable cartridge 
drives, such as CDC's "Lark," the car
tridges are "ramp-loaded," because 
they use modified 3330 heads. On the 
other hand, the Memorex 201 employs 
an "active-loading" system, using a 
rotary solenoid to expand a simple 
mechanism which loads or lifts off the 
Winchester heads upon insertion or 
withdrawal of the cartridge. The car
tridge doors fully seal when the car
tridge is withdrawn and require door
actuating mechanisms for loading. A 
write-protect feature needs to be 
located on the cartridge; in the case of 
the Model 201, this feature is a simple 
removable foolproof button, while in 
some competitive units a switch is 
used. 

The dual air system of the fixed/re
movable disc drive is a recirculating, 
absolute-fIltered system which flushes 
the fixed disc and cartridge areas, pro
vides contamination protection and 
reduces heat. It is positively pressur
ized to ensure that any contamination 
is forced out of the drive during load
ing or withdrawal of the cartridge. Be
canse the 201 's cartridge loading door 
can be opened only when the power is 
on, this positive pressurization is always 
present when the door is open. 

the overall size of the fixed/remov
able storage device (the Model 201 is 
4.38" high, 8.55" wide and 18" deep) 
makes it exchangeable with the flexible 
disc units it is designed to replace. The 
first fixed/removable products on the 
market employ a conservative design 
approach which requires a "two-box" 
system, with heads, media and associ
ated mechanical and electrical assem
blies in one flexible drive-size package 
and the electronics in another similar
sized package. In other words, designers 
of the early products have chosen an 
MSI approach, rather than an LSI cir
cuit design approach. We and others 
will soon take the LSI step, however, 
using a single board to be inserted into 
the head/disc unit without changing 
the overall dimensions of the drive. 
This can be accomplished in the field, 
and the second or electronics box can 
then be replaced by an additional drive 
in the same space. The only electronics 
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in the drive unit are in the R/W chip 
that controls the head actuators. 

The disc drive interface for the 8-
inch fixed/removable device' made by 
Memorex is designed to be compatible 
with SMD-type controllers, although a 
higher-level parallel-type interface also 
will be introduced. 

Data retrieval times are an important 
measure of disc drive function. Again 
within the general parameters of avail
able fixed/removable devices, the 
Model 201 features a track-to-track 
access time of ten milliseconds, with 
an average access time of 30 mm and a 
transfer rate of 1.20 megabytes/second. 
The discs spin at 3510 RPM. Tracks 
per inch on the 8-inch discs are 480, 
with 8,450 bpi. In some ways, it is 
easier to increase TPI on 8-inch rigid 
discs than on the 14-inch discs because 
there is less vibration and wobble and 
because the smaller discs require less 
power to spin less mass. These factors 
facilitate more accurate head position
ing, for example. 

Most manufacturers of 8-inch fixed/ 
removable disc storage units are ex
pected to match fairly closely the 
general specifications outlined above. 
The devices are, after all, aimed at 
essentially the same users. These are 
users with computer systems with 
multiple-user, multiple-tasking config
urations who require relatively large 
capacity, faster access, increased data 
transfer and at least equal cost-effi
ciency when compared to 8-inch drives 
without integral backup or to flexible 
disc drives now in use in many small 
systems. The OEM's choice of vendor 
then will be based on overall vendor 
capabilities, production capacity, de-

'sign effiCiency and sophistication and 
future upgradeability of the product, 
rather than simply on listed specifica
tions. Buildability, deliverability, re
liability and evolvability are the catch
words by which the OEM and end-user 
will judge the market offerings. 

Thin-fIlm heads and media 
The question of evolvability is a cru
cial one for OEMs considering the use 
of the new 8-inch drives, especially in 
light of the attention being paid to ad
vances in thin-fIlm head and thin-fIlm 
media technology. Memorex's applied 
research centers, particularly its Re
cording Technology Center, along with 
the research establishments of other 
manufacturers, have been studying 
thin-fIlm heads and thin-fUm media for 
years. 

Thin-fIlm recording utilizes tech
nology which the semiconductor in
dustry has developed over the past 25 
years. This technology includes photo
lithography and a highly accurate 
masking technique which makes pos
sible the batch processing of thousands 
of heads at one time. Thin-fUm record
ing heads are produced by sputtering, 
vacuum deposition and plating - all 
semiconductor production processes. 

Testing procedures developed by 
the semiconductor industry also can 
be applied to the manufacture of thin
fIlm heads. As a result of the applica
tion of these manufacturing and test
ing techniques, thin-fIlm heads have 
some major advantages over ferrite 
heads. The improved performance char
acteristics of the materials used in the 
thin-fIlm process are one advantage -
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thin-film head pennalloys can operate 
at higher frequencies, and they have 
greater overall penneability. Other 
major advantages result from the geo
metrical and dimensional control pro
vided by the photolithographic process. 
The heads produced are much smaller 
than ferrite heads, and, therefore, they, 
are more efficient in transmitting and 
receiving flux from the recording sur
face. Also, much smallerrecordinggaps 
and track widths are achieved than can 
be achieved by the machine-shop tech
niques used in ferrite head production. 

The development of thin-film heads 
heads has been accompanied by similar 
work with thin-film recording media. 
For many years, particulate oxides 
have been used as the primary coating 
for disc media. The thickness of this 
particulate oxide coating has been 
steadily reduced over time. Now coat
ing uniformity defects -have become 
critical because mass production coat
ing thickness has reached the order of 
35 millionths of an inch. Under a 
microscope, the individual particles of 
oxide look like a forest of Fe203 

Circle 49 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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slivers, whereas a media sample pro
duced by the thin-film process appears 
as a continuous film of coating, result
ing in a continuum of much smaller 
magnetic domains. In addition, signal
to-noise ratio measurements show that 
thin-film magnetic recording media 
outperform particulate oxide coatings 
by a factor of nearly ten. 

Industry technologists predict the 
combined use of thin-film heads and 
thin-film media will reslIllt in an increase 
in aerial density from the present 3 to 
8 million bits per square inch to 50 
million bits per square inch by the mid-

. 1980s. Thin-film heads will influence 
bits per inch by their electrical and 
magnetic perfonnance, as well as in
fluenCing tracks per inch by the ge
ometrical control of the recording 
transducer. Recording at 25,000 bpi 
will be achieved in standard longitudi
nal recording at a track density of2,000 
tracks per inch. With further advances 
in magnetic recording techniques based 
on thin-film heads and thin-film media, 
which open the door to "perpendic
ular" or "vertical" recording, the 
promise of 100 Mbits/in2 becomes 
more and more likely. Increased aerial 
density means greater capacity at lower 
costs. This can be examined in tenns 
of rapidly declining costs per mega
byte or in terms of relatively constant 
costs per disc spindle. These advances, 
now on the horizon, will of course af
fect the 8-inch rigid disc drives as well 
as the larger 14-inch drives because the 
basic technology contains no impor
tant barries to the use of a reduced 
disc. 

Increased subsystems perfonnance 
by the use of LSI circuit design also is 
available and readily transferrable to 
the 8-inch rigid disc drive. The evolv
ability of the 8-inch drives, including 
the fixed/removable units, is assured, 
and users will find they can continue 
to upgrade storage components with
out radical departures in size and other 
physical standards. The steady evolu
tion of the Winchester rigid disc drive 
from the first 14-inch products toward 
the advanced thin-film 8-inch products 
is a prime example of the advantages 
of continuing to exploit a proven 
technology. 

The marketplace 
It was said earlier that the 8-inch rigid 
disc drive is designed to provide higher 
capacity and faster performance for 
small systems users - the largest and 
most rapidly-expanding sector in the 
computer peripheral marketplace. Just 
how large is that sector? The number 



of present and potential users is enor
mous. 

In round figures, there are approx
imately four million businesses of all 
kinds in the Unites States alone. The 
very large businesses, the "Fortune 
1000" businesses and some others, are 
already using sophisticated electronic 
data processing equipment - primarily' 
large mainframe systems and multi
terminal distributed data processing 
configurations. 

Below this fairly exclusive group of 
major businesses is another larger group 
of perhaps 1.5 million businesses, 
some employing no more than 50 per
sons or even fewer. It is this market
place which is targeted as the primary 
market for small business systems need
ing the storage support provided by 
the 8-inch disc drive, in different for
mats and with different capacities. 
This market, if not employing elec
tronic data processing on a large scale, 
is already somewhat experienced with 
computer-based business and scientific 
support systems for use in the office, 
laboratory, warehouse and manufac
turing plant. 

Here the desktop computer or small 
business system has been used for 
manipulation of business information 

of all kinds. Applications include word 
processing, intelligent and graphics 
terminal support, protocomposition 
and inventory and process control. In 
many cases, very small business sys
tems and "personal" computers will 
also demand support from 8-inch disc 
drive devices. 

The remaining 2.5 million or so 
businesses in the United States, with 
sales of only a few million dollars or 
less each year, employing from one to 
25 persons, rely for the present on 
such electronic devices as desk and 
hand calculators to process data. Yet 
this market, too, will soon be ripe for 
penetration by the small business 
computer manufacturer and will re
quire compatible storage devices such 
as the 8-inch disc drive. 

Indeed, there is hardly a business
known that is not potentially available 
to the vendor of small systems, and all 
of them will need and want integral 
backup 8-inch storage. As programs 
grow in length, as high level languages 
take up more memory space, and as 
the storage requirements continue to 
grow for 16-bit and the coming 32-bit 
I-!Ps, the capacity, access time, size and 
cost of the 8-inch disc drive make it an 
ideal choice. (See chart #6). . 

shoot Yellowstone Dan - I your answer. 
Saylor Electronics International out west in Anaheim, 
Calif. has what you need. They have a model 4240 

MAGllIM uses ammo called a Phillips Cassette. Stores up 
to 8.6 megabytes per tape on 4 tracks at 3200 BPI. 

Shoots at a rate ofl2000 bytes per second per track. 
They also have smart.controllers for the 4240 

MADllIM that will draw and fire whenever your 
WlICHESTER's ready. 

The fixed/removable choice 
The selection of an 8-inch fixed/re
movable media disc drive is not yet a 
bewildering matter; only a few manu
facturers have introduced such prod
ducts to date, although more such sto
rage devices will appear soon. 

Also, since 8-inch drives are similar 
in specs, size and cost, it at first seems 
that the choice is easy or not impor
tant. This is not true,. Although the 
choice of an 8-inch fixed/removable 
disc drive would not be based entire
lyon raw spec data, it's important that 
the OEM (or the end-user configuring 
his own system) look carefully at some 
broad selection criteria. 

Competitive advantages in this still
narrow field will largely be based on 
the ability to produce 8-inch fixed/ 
removable media drives efficiently, re
liably and at high production levels. 
Only manufacturers committing major 
resources to ensure buildability, relia
bility, deliverability and evolvabililty 
- including capability of manufacturing 
essential components, such as heads 
and media in-house - will have viable 
options. 
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Whether you have a "shorf' (6") WIICHESTER to back up, 
a data logging need, high speed cassette reader requirement 

(commercial or ruggedized) or Whatever, our family of 
Cassette Tape Products may have your answer. 

GIVE US A "SHOT" AT IT; WE WON'T MISS. 

Saylor Electronics International 
California 714 / 
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